Results and discussion between transcription, processing, and nuclear
Recently, we have identified an unexpected role for Rrp6 ble-mutant strains. Deletion of RRP6 significantly altered the RNA localization pattern observed by FISH; i.e., the Splicing-independent nuclear accumulation of mRNA in sub2-201. (a,b) RNA-FISH analysis on sub2-201 cultures grown at 25ЊC or temperature shifted to 38ЊC for 10 min or 30 min as indicated. (a) poly(A) ϩ RNA was visualized with a CY3-labeled oligo(dT) 70 probe, and (b) HSP104 RNA was visualized with specific probes as described [7] . DNA was stained with DAPI. (c) Northern analysis of HSP104 RNA and SSA4 RNA isolated from wild-type or sub2-201 cultures harvested at the indicated time points after a temperature shift from 25ЊC to 37ЊC. RNA samples were treated with complementary DNA oligos and RNaseH prior to gel electrophoresis. . This the absence of transcribed RNA in this strain (data not shown). Furthermore, the sub2-206/⌬rrp6 strain showed disappearance is not due to reduced HSP104 RNA levels in the rad3-7.7 background, as HSP104 levels are comparaan identical staining pattern (data not shown). These results are similar to what was observed previously and ble in sub2-201 and sub2-201/rad3-7.7 strains (data not shown). The HSP104 nuclear dot could be fully restored suggest that the exosome is necessary for the mRNA retention phenotype observed in the sub2 ts mutants. A by the introduction of a plasmid expressing wild-type Rad3p (Figure 3a , lower row). In addition, the strongly functional relationship between Sub2p and Rrp6p is further strengthened by the strong genetic interaction begranular poly(A) ϩ signal observed in sub2-201 was more dispersed when the rad3-7.7 mutation was added to the tween the two genes; the double-mutant strain grows much more poorly at all tested temperatures than either sub2-201 strain (compare Figure 1a , lower row, and Figure  3b , middle row). Identical results were obtained when single mutant alone (Figure 2b) . the rad3-6.4 mutation was used instead of rad3-7.7 (data not shown). We conclude that the rad3-7.7 or rad3-6.4 To further explore the genetic space in which Sub2p acts, we carried out a loss-of-function suppression screen with mutations lead to the release of RNAs from transcription site foci. Although we do not yet know the molecular a sub2 null strain. Growth of this strain is extremely poor in the genetic environment of our W303 strain [3] . After mechanism that underlies this effect, we speculate that a less potent transcriptional induction in the mutant rad3 UV mutagenesis, two mutant recessive alleles of the DNA and DNA:RNA helicase RAD3 gene, rad3-6.4 and rad3-backgrounds either circumvents the need for Sub2p activity or allows the residual activity of the Sub2-201p protein 7.7, were independently isolated. Although required for excision repair of damaged DNA, Rad3p is a component to function in a wild-type-like manner. of transcription factor II H (TFIIH) and is essential for transcription by RNA polymerase II [8, 9]. To test whether
In this paper, we report a function for the RNA-dependent ATPase Sub2p in general mRNA export. A similar concluthe observed growth suppression could be related to the active sites of transcription [13] . It is therefore possible that Sub2p functions in conjunction with Yra1p to effect
